
The making of a workflow
disguise presents: OmniCal



At disguise, we are building the next generation 

of collaborative tools to help 

artists and technologists realise their vision.





Our products

disguise is a software on hardware solution. 
Get designer as a software-only show design tool to 
visualise, design, and sequence projects wherever 
you are. 
Then when it's time to deliver, 
pick one of our hardware options 
with the right amount of power 
to seamlessly turn your concept 
into a creation.



Workflow

disguise is an integrated show creation platform that supports 

your team through all stages of a production, from initial 

concept all the way through to showtime. 

It’s what allows you to bring big ideas to life.



Big Idea: Katy Perry, Superbowl XLIX

80 projectors

Set up & calibrate in 7 minutes

Traditional calibration 

workflows are too slow

Solution:

We added X,Y,Z ‘final adjust’ for groups of projectors



Bigger Idea



OmniCal



OmniCal is a camera-based projector 
calibration system which gives disguise 
the ability to 'see'



Why OmniCal?



Why OmniCal?

Time equals money



Inaccurate models



Bad projection calibration



Long nights lining up



Creative compromise



ISE 2018



Feature Process

Ash
•iPod touch 
calibration

•Core algorithm pt 1

R&D Team
•Multi camera / 
projector setups

•Core algorithm pt 2
•Point Cloud Capture
•3D world alignment
•Simulation

QA / Testing
•Mesh deform
•Mesh export

Field Trials
•UI improvements
•PDF exports
•Mesh reshape



Success stories



PLAYER UNKNOWN'S BATTLE GROUND Global Invitational







The Lehman Trilogy



The Lehman Trilogy



The Lehman Trilogy



What is 
OmniCal?

A new projection workflow

Tools to enable that 
workflow



Workflow



Workflow



Workflow



Workflow



Workflow



Workflow



OmniCal key 
attributes

- Accurately calibrate all projectors 
to sub-pixel accuracy

- Scalable
- Time-saving
- Conform pre-existing meshes to 

match reality - not warping the 
projectors outputs

- Integrated workflow
- Flexible hardware solutions



OmniCal Wireless Kit

● Secure Pelicase ideal for touring 
environment - easily accessible for 
quick and hassle free set-up

● All-in-one kit including:
- 4x iPod touch
- wireless base station
- charging capacity
- Tripods
- Super Clamps
- Mounting accessories



OmniCal App

● iOS App, pre-installed
● Also includes a copy of the User Guide



OmniCal Wired Kits

● Small kit: 4 Machine Vision cameras 
+ up to 12 lens capacity

● Large kit: 8 Machine Vision cameras 
+ up to 24 lens capacity

● Lenses: 6, 8 and 12mm options, 
allowing for on the fly customisation 
to ensure the perfect setup



Where next?









Get in touch

If you would like to find out more about OmniCal, please get in touch.

disguise Sales
sales@disguise.one 
T: +44 (0) 20 7234 9840
disguise.one


